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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the quantum limit of bolometric mixer receivers. The importance of
the optics attenuation is emphasized. Based on a simple bolometer model we predict that the
system and receiver quantum noise limits referred to the input of a double-sideband hot-
electron bolometer mixer receiver are, respectively, 2(h113) and 1 (hf/3). The quantum limit to
the DSB receiver noise temperature is hf/2k, in agreement with what has previously often
been assumed. We suggest that an image-rejection single-sideband version of the HEB mixer
would have a system quantum noise limit of WO). We also suggest that at a frequency of
several THz the quantum noise may indeed be responsible for about half the total receiver
noise temperature in a typical HEB receiver system.

1. Introduction

Quantum noise is the well-known ultimate limiting noise of any receiver system and has been
treated by many authors [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Essentially, a perfect receiver will at the output show
fluctuations even if the input is just terminated by a matched load at zero Kelvin. Referred to
the receiver input, this output noise power fluctuation is equal to (103). Of course, quantum
noise is of particular importance at THz frequencies. For example, the minimum quantum
noise power corresponds to a noise temperature of 48 K at 1 THz.

In this paper we discuss how to analyze the noise performance (including quantum noise) of
a THz receiver, which has optical coupling losses, as well as a lossy circuit between the
antenna and a Hot-Electron Bolometer (HEB) mixer. Experimental HEB mixer receivers
have been described as having total DSB receiver noise temperatures of the order of ten to
twenty times the quantum noise limit, defined as hf/2k (see e.g. [6,7]). Using a simple model
we predict in this paper that at the higher THz frequencies (about 5 THz) as much as one
half of the receiver noise temperature may be traced to the quantum noise.

2. Quantum noise from the input circuit

The total noise power from a matched load including the quantum-noise equivalent power
according to Callen-Welton [1] is
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Referring to Fig 1, this is the noise "power" from a source delivered to a matched load.
Notice that even if To=0, the source will radiate a noise power of (hfB)I2. Since this power
will be radiated as well by the load at zero Kelvin this means that the quantum noise part,
(10)12, cannot be extracted as a real power [3]
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Fig. 1. Noise from a matched load (i.e. "Source") according to Callen-Welton [1]

The noise power of Eq. (1) can be transformed into an equivalent noise temperature

However, it is most convenient to perform our calculations in terms of noise power, and
then convert this to noise temperature as the final step.

3. System noise vs Receiver noise

In order to analyze the bolometer mixer receiver, we have to make clear the difference
between System (Tsysd, Receiver (TRed, Mixer (Tmixer) and IF amplifier (TIE) noise (see Fig.
2).

In the System noise is included the noise power from the source (Rome), which is
[PPlancic( Tsource)

+hfB/2] at each sideband. Concerning the minimum System noise
temperature for a mixer receiver, references [2,3,5] are in agreement with the following
statements:

For a linear amplifier and for a mixer used in SSB measurements, using either SSB or DSB
receivers, the minimum system noise temperature is hflk.
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For broadband continuum measurements using a DSB receiver the minimum (DSB) system
noise temperature is hf/21c.

The Receiver noise does not include the noise from the source. It does, however, include
noise from the optics, the mixer and the IF amplifier. The mixer noise is generated in the
bolometer at both RF and IF. Until now only the contribution from the IF side (Johnson
noise and thermal fluctuation noise) has been included as shown in all standard treatments of
HEB noise [8,9].

SYSTEM

Fig. 2. Definition of Mixer, Receiver, and System.

4. The noise introduced by the optical losses

To analyze the noise from the optics we first consider one channel only (upper or lower
sideband). The optics circuit is represented by a two-port matched to both the antenna and
to the receiver (Fig. 3). We will now let the "Load" in Figure 1 represent one sideband of
the mixer; specifically the mixer terminals are the terminals of an antenna, which couples the
input optics quasi-optically to the mixer. The optical circuit introduces an attenuation Loptics

and has the physical temperature Topti„. If 77,50 ,,,,,=Toptics the noise power transmitted to the
mixer (Pin ) must then be identical to • the noise power Pcp(TSource) from the source. The
situation is described in Fig. 3

Fig. 3 A simplified model circuit for a THz mixer receiver, one sidebancl.
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Next consider T source? T opti„. Then referring to Eq. (3) below, the contribution to Pin from the
source is Pcs,°,",fre (T

.3 0111"Ce

) 
1 /L015 

whereas the contribution from the lossy two-port must
be p cres (Tyoptics.

) (1— 11/100,). Adding these, we have:
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As expected, the ideal receiver still receives the same quantum noise equivalent power of
(hIB)12 Adding noise power from the "load" itself, P Load (including all mixer and IF
contributions) the total noise power entering the "load" is:
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The noise power within the parenthesis [ is the total noise power referred to the source.
To determine the receiver noise referred to the source, we measure the Y-factor in the
ordinary way by using two physical temperatures of the source, THot and r Cold

.
 The Y-factor
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We obtain the receiver noise temperature as
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, the quantum noiseIf there is no attenuation in the coupling circuit, i. e. ',optics=

contribution to the receiver noise temperature

PQN,Rec = optic's -
hfB

2 (9)

disappears. This term includes only the quantum noise (QN) contribution from the optics
and not the QN from the source (hot and cold loads). In reference [4] it is argued that the
QN should be referred to the source and not to the receiver. However, in this case when
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optics losses are part of the receiver we need the QN contribution from the optics according
to Eq. (9) in order to meet the requirement that the "receiver" should see a matched source
emitting QN of (hf13)/2. So far we have also not considered the QN from the bolometer
itself

5. RF noise from the bolometer

Let us first try analyzing RF noise generated in the bolometer itself. The device in the hot-
electron bolometer (HEB) mixer is essentially a temperature dependent resistance, which
should add noise not only at the IF, which has normally been assumed, but also at the input
frequency.

Since we assume that the RE frequency is well above the superconducting bandgap
frequency in the entire bolometer, the bolorneter should appear uniformly resistive to the
power. However, the IF resistance change for a small change in RE absorption is not
necessarily the same along the bridge. In Fig 3 an approximate model accounting for such a
situation is described by two resistances (compare Merkel et al [10]) Rp represents the
passive RE resistance zones of the bolometer, and RA the zones, which are actively
converting RE power to IF power. We expect that we can use Eq. (1) to predict the amount
of RE noise produced by any part of the bolometer. Only the active zones of the bolometer
convert RE power (including noise power) to the IF, however, and we must therefore
consider the active and the passive zones separately in our noise analysis. The passive zones
are not only the central Hot-Spot zone, but also the zones between the hot-spot and the
contacts that are superconducting and have essentially zero resistance at lower frequencies.
The active zones are located at the transition from the central hotspot to the "low
frequency" superconducting regions. Adding these two resistances together we get
Rp+RA=RN,i. e. the normal resistance of the device.

Fig 4 Equivalent circuit of a receiver including noise sources of Rp and R. the
noise contribution from RA, see the text below.
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Referring to Fig. 4, noise currents are obtained as

* R = PCtf (TS) .

=

2
R P(7)(is 

2

2
(10)

where P cw( 5) etc. are the Callen-Welton noise powers according to Eq.(1). The thermal
noise generated by RA and dissipated in RA is calculated by dividing RA into a large number of
series coupled elements ARA = R

A
 ) which each contribute the same amount of noise/ARA 

current • 8 in the circuit viz.A

2

The currents is, ip and all the (8i4 2 are completely uncorrelated. The noise current iA,s

generated in the circuit by is and consequently also in the active part of the bolometer, RA, is
determined from

2

.2 .2 Rs
1

A 
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A similar noise current contribution is obtained from Rp as well as from RA (the latter
obtained as a summation of all contributions from ARA). Each resistance in Fig. 4
contributes to the total noise current in the circuit and delivers noise power to RA. Any
signal from the antenna, which reaches the active zone of the bolorneter, will mix with noise
in the active zone. In particular, the local oscillator signal will mix with the RF-noise and
produce noise power at the IF output.

We obtain the total noise power dissipated in RA as

44
or,A 2 [Pciv (Ts )• Rs + .13cw(T p )* Rp Pcw(TA ) • RA I (13)

(Rs + RA +R)

Considering that the bolometer mixer has two sidebands (Fig. 2) we notice that Eq. (13)
applies to each sideband separately. It can be pointed out that Eq. (13) can also be derived
using resistances in series with voltage noise sources v 2 = 4R- Pot , , with the same result.

Let us investigate the case when the bolometer is matched at the RE, i. e. We
obtain

D R A + p (T R RA (14)A 
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which for the quantum noise part yields
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Referring this noise to the bolorneter input terminals,
obtain

P = hfB,in
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(15)
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e multiply (15) by Rs 
/RA 

and

(16)

for each sideband.

Notice that the quantum noise contribution according to Eq. (16) is hfl3 and not (03)/2.
The reason is that the bolometer resistance(s) contribute with (h1B)12 and the source another
(10)12.

We conclude that in this model the bolometer itself contributes to the receiver RF-noise with

POT' (Tc) 'Planck(c)
+ (hf13) 1 2 ( hil3) /2 (17)

in one sidebanci. In (17) we have introduced the physical temperature of the bolometer,
which is close to T„ the critical temperature of the superconductor. At THz frequencies and

c=1OK Ppk7nek(71.) can be neglected.

It is reasonable to assume that there is no correlation of the noise in the two sidebands what
so ever. Hence the noise to be downconverted from RF to IF originates from the two
sidebands and thus is twice the noise we have considered so far. In this matched case the
total QN at the bolometer input is 2VB. This noise is to be added to the noise of the mixer,
i. e. at the input of the bolometer we have,

T SSB 
2

TSSB ( out
Sys t conv.loss

hf
rnlixer TIF) (18)

where L JOSS
is the internal SSB conversion loss of the bolometer, i. e. the loss counted

from the bolometer input terminals to the IF output. Tzt, (mixer) represents the noise output
power from the mixer, which is due to Johnson noise and thermal fluctuation noise, and
originates in the bolometer itself. Further, TIE is the noise temperature of the IF amplifier.

Since half of 2hflic comes from the bolometer itself and the other half from the source, we
have

TRe, = L
10SS 

(7, out
F)

SSB hf SSB
C0111'. A mixer 1 I

(19)

The DSB noise temperature becomes half of the SSB noise temperature.

Adding the influence of the optics attenuation, which is assumed the same for both
sidebands, and referring the noise temperature to the input of the optics, we get

Rec
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Since each sideband produces the same amount of noise power, the double sideband noise
temperature becomes half the single sideband noise temperature.  The SSB noise
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temperature is again twice the DSB noise temperature. Adding the two quantum noise
terms, we can write (20) as

T
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6. Comparison with experimental noise measurements

In a typical system, some optical losses are at roughly room temperature ("Ccs "), and
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77:::ck is the "Planck Temperature" of the optics. At low frequencies, this is simply the
physical temperature (300 K or 295 K), but at THz frequencies we use the Planck formula
to find the actual "Planck noise power and equate that to krZckB. We can neglect the
Planck Temperature for components at 4K.

In an experiment performed by the Chalmers group at 1.6 THz [11], it was estimated that
L3

07:„,, due to a mylar beam splitter and a polyethylene window was 1.1. Losses at 4 K due to

a Zitex thermal filter, the silicon lens (with a parylene matching layer), and the antenna were
RIestimated to be 1.33. The total optical loss was thus 1.44. For this mixer the measured T

B

was 800 K . It was also estimated that T: e
t
 r = 54 K, TF = 6 K, and ec

s
o
B
nv. loss 

= 12.4 dB, by
calibrating the IF system through further measurements in which the HEB device was
brought to the superconducting state (a standard method). The bolometer was close to being
matched to the antenna impedance. Here, 

LCSoBnvloss 
'includes all loss effects (SSB) in the HEBS . 

from the THz antenna terminals to the IF terminals. We can now estimate all three terms in
Eq. (22)

TR? = 40 K + 70 K + 690 K = 800 K (23)

We then see that even at such a moderately high frequency as 1.6 THz, about 14 ')/0 of the
receiver noise temperature is due to the optical loss at 300 K T300K,,) plus the quantumoptics
noise (TQN). The part of the receiver noise temperature traceable to the QN is about 9 % of
the total receiver noise temperature. Note that without this more careful analysis of the QN
term, a typical statement would have been "the quantum noise limited noise temperature at
1.6 THz is hf/2k = 38 K, or about 5 % of the total receiver noise temperature".

The fraction of the receiver noise temperature due to QN is expected to become greater as
the frequency is increased, as we will show below. In estimating the receiver noise
temperature at higher frequencies, we make the following assumptions:

1) The optical losses increase linearly with frequency
2) The intrinsic conversion loss does not depend on the frequency
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3) The mixer output noise temperature does not depend on the frequency

Assumption 1) agrees with estimates in [9] and [10]. Assumption 2) is reasonable based on
our present knowledge of HEI3 models, but has not been carefully tested in experiments. It
can be tested through direct conversion loss measurements, which we are planning to
perform with two laser sources and/or a laser LO and a sideband generator. Assumption 3)
has been verified in at least a few experiments [7,11] and appears to be true for typical NbN
HEB mixers.

RDFigure 5 now shows calculations of 
T: 

for a matched HEB mixer as a function of
frequency up to 10 THz, based on an extrapolation of our measured data at 1.6 THz, and
using the above three assumptions. The calculated curve is reasonably consistent with other
measured data on the same device at 2.52 THz 

(TB= 
1,500 K [1 1]). The top curve is the

total receiver noise temperature, the next one down the QN term (term TQN in Eq. (22), and
the smallest term the noise due to optical losses at room temperature (term T op

3rK, in Eq.

(22)). Note that the QN term rises much faster with frequency than the room
temperature optics loss term, and that it approaches 50 % of the total receiver noise
temperature.

Fig. 5. DSB receiver noise temperature and the contributions from optics and quantum
noise.

The question naturally arises: Can we distinguish the two main terms TOY and TRec,anxer

through experimental measurements? There is a fundamental difficulty with doing this due to
the fact that both terms depend on the optical losses in almost the same way; the minor
difference being that a factor of 1/2 is subtracted from the optical losses in the QN case. It
would be important to attempt to measure 1,,S,S,Bvi01, at different LO frequencies
independently, in order to determine the relative size of TON and TRecdnimr• The RF power
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from a sideband or laser source actually absorbed in the bolometer can be measured by the
isothermal method, and together with a measurement of the IF power will yield the
conversion loss based on absorbed power. There is a difference between the absorbed RF
power in the bolometer, and the power delivered to the bolometer terminals, however, as is
clear from the earlier discussion and the equivalent circuit we have assumed (see Figure 4).
The above measurement therefore does not yield Ls

c,oSi
B
mioss as used in our receiver noise

temperature calculations. Measuring the conversion loss based on absorbed power at
different LO frequencies would still allow us to test the important assumption 2) above, if
one assumes that Rp/RA does not vary with frequency. An absolute conversion loss
measurement requires calibrating the RE power which reaches the bolometer terminals. This
test is more difficult to perform accurately, but should also be attempted. It will also yield
data on the frequency-dependence of the optical losses.

7. Discussion and Conclusion

We have analyzed the contribution of quantum noise to the system and receiver noise
temperatures of THz HEB mixer receivers. The basic model we propose, and the corner
stone of our analysis, is that HEB devices appear uniformly resistive to the THz radiation,
once the radiation frequency is above the superconducting bandgap frequency. It then
appears that the Callen-Welton version of the fluctuation dissipation theorem [1] is sufficient
to describe the quantum noise aspects of the bolometer. The quantum noise in the bolometer
resulting from the input source (the "vacuum fluctuations"), and the bolometer itself, is
down-converted to the IF. No further noise sources are assumed on the RF side of the
bolometer, or for the actual down-conversion process. These assumptions appear similar to
those made by Kerr et al. [3]. Specifically, these authors discuss quantum noise in SIS
mixers, with contributions from (1) the input source (Rs in our paper), and (2) the quantized
shot noise in the SIS junction, which is down-converted to the IF. No further quantum noise
due to the down-conversion process is assumed. Since our present understanding of PHEB
models has led to the conclusion that the bolometer has a substantial passive zone, as well as
an active, frequency-converting zone, we have analyzed how noise contributions from these
different zones contribute to the total noise. We find that the division of the bolometer into
one active and one passive part does not affect the contributions of Planck and quantum
noise from the bolometer, rather, it is the total resistance RB that matters. Of course, the
ratio RA/RB affects the conversion loss LS

co
S 

joss and therefore the receiver noise contributions
related to r_ " I 

inzxer and Tip' [10]. We have also used the Callen-Welton theorem to analyze the
contributions to the receiver noise temperature from the optical components preceding a
quasi-optically coupled bolometer. The overall conclusion is that, given the present level of
performance of THz HEB receivers, we predict that close to 50 % of the total receiver noise
temperature may be traced to quantum noise phenomena, for frequencies in the 5-10 THz
range. This represents a larger fraction of the total noise than has previously been claimed.
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The first two terms in (22) also have an effect on receiver noise bandwidth measurements,
an estimated increase of about 17 % at a frequency of 5 THz, and an increase of 30 % at 10
THz, compared with the lowest THz frequencies.

Quantum noise analyses of receivers have either been carried out for a general "linear
amplifier" [2] or for specific types of receivers, such as SIS mixers [3,4,5], maser and laser
amplifiers [12], or photo-diode mixers [13,14]. Our analysis is of yet another specific type of
receiver, and the question again arises: do the results obtained in this specific case violate
limitations derived for linear amplifiers in Caves' extended sense, which also includes mixers.
Caves concludes that a linear amplifier amplifies the input hfB12 QN from the source and
adds another contribution hfBI2 referred to its input, leaving us with a total of hf73 as the
system quantum noise limit. The other papers mentioned above agree with this conclusion
regarding the minimum system noise. In the matched bolometer case, we predict 2(hfB) as 
the QN limit. The extra factor of two is due to the fact that both sidebands contribute to the
noise independently. We can draw the conclusion that the general system quantum noise
limit can be interpreted to be hfB per independent channel. The specific cases of the (two-
channel) SIS mixer and the photo-diode mixer yield the lower limit of 1(hfB) due to
cancellation of the shot-noise contributions from the two sidebands (i.e. the two channels are
not independent in this case). We propose that it may be possible to design an HEB mixer
with the same lower QN limit of 1(h113) by configuring it as an image rejecting mixer, which
allows only one sideband to convert RF to the IF. The analysis of QN in an image-rejection
SIS mixer by Kerr et al. [3] also finds a minimum total QN at the input of 1 (hfB).

It is possible that some further QN source has been overlooked in the model used in this
paper. A system noise less than 1(hfB) seems to result when analyzing an unmatched
bolometer in an image reject mixer in the same way as suggested in this paper. This
(potential) disagreement with the accepted general limit for linear amplifiers (and mixers) of
1(hfB) due to Caves mainly represents a theoretical point unless the performance of HEB
mixers in terms of intrinsic mixer noise improves very substantially, however. We may also
note that all other receivers analyzed in terms of QN so far have been matched to the input
source. If the down-conversion process is also required to produce hfB/2 of QN, then the
above (potential) disagreement with Caves disappears. If an additional noise contribution
due to the down-conversion process exists, our results underestimate the total QN. This
may therefore be a hypothesis which can be tested experimentally more easily, since it
increases the coefficient in front of the QN term. Further investigation will be necessary in
order to prove or disprove this and other assumptions we have made in our analysis.
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